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Apple CEO Tim Cook badly needs to change the record. Ever since 
he took the reins, he has been promising “exciting new products”. 
He was at it again during the analyst call following the firm’s fis-
cal second quarter results announcement. The highlights were 
better-than-expected sales of the iPhone, with particular atten-
tion to China. Both the phone and the Chinese market, increas-
ingly critical to any device vendor, were expected to be strug-
gling, but Apple turned in a healthy performance in both, despite 
a crash in the iPad. But the shift of the smartphone segment to-
wards cheap models, driven by the vast scale of Chinese buying 
power, remains a threat to Apple’s model. It needs new ideas – 
possibly to venture into truly low cost territory, more probably to 
offset handset trends with new revenue streams in more profit-
able areas. And along with its chip suppliers, notably Qualcomm, 
those ideas will have to be driven by the critical need to grow in 
China, despite local competition there.  
 
When it does come up with something brand new, which chips 
will be at the heart of the product? Samsung may be a bigger 
handset maker than Apple, but the iDevice creator remains a 
huge purchaser of chips from modems to memories, not to men-
tion Intel processors in Macbooks and other offerings which do 
not use the inhouse A series ARM-based CPU. Like Apple, the mo-
bile chipmakers are increasingly reliant on China, a market where 
they face rising competition from homegrown suppliers like Me-
diaTek and Spreadtrum?  
 
The common theme in the device ecosystem is the huge impor-
tance of China, now the largest market, but one where the US gi-
ants can no longer make the rules. The native firms of China and 
Taiwan have established themselves in the low end Asian hand-
set market, largely ignored by Apple and the big processor mak-
ers, but are now using that springboard to grow up into smart-
phones, along with the Chinese user base, and to expand world-
wide.  
 
With Samsung increasingly supplying itself, Apple  is not only an 
important customer to target for volume, and one which may be 

Key Issues  
Apple and Qualcomm both need China Mobile far too badly 
 Apple’s iPhones just keep selling, but can the gravy train continue in China? 
 Qualcomm under pressure in world’s largest market too, with new bribery probes 
 Both need to work new ‘magic’ to stay ahead in new smartphone order 
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